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Abstract 
Approximation to the exponential function of the form 
E,,,s(z) := P,(z)e -z~ + Qm(z)e -z + Rs(z) = O(zm+n+s+2), 
where P,, Qm and Rs are polynomials of degree at most n, m and s, respectively, and Pn has leading coefficient 1 
is considered. Explicit formulas for the polynomials Pn, Qm and Rs are obtained by using some identities involving 
hypergeometric series in the case of R~. An exact asymptotic expression as m + n --* ~ is obtained for the error function 
Emns and it is also shown that these Hermite-Pad6 Type I polynomials can be used to asymptotically minimize xpressions 
of the above form on the unit disk. 
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1. Introduction 
Approximations to the exponential function of the form 
Era(x) :=  pm(x)e -2~ + qm(x)e -x + rm(X) = O(x3(m+l)- l ) ,  (1.1)  
where Pm,qm and rm are polynomials of degree at most m and Pm has leading coefficient 1, have 
been considered in [1]. Exact asymptotics and explicit formulas were obtained for the sequences 
{Era}, {Pro}, {qm} and {r,n}. Moreover, the asymptotically exact minimization of expressions of the 
form (1.1) on the unit disk is given in [1 ], as well as the third-order differential equations atisfied 
by the polynomials Pm, qm and rm. 
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The problem of finding polynomials Pro, qm and rm of degree at most m that satisfy (1.1) is 
equivalent to solving the Hermite-Pad6 Type I approximation problem for the vector of functions 
(1,e-~,e -z~) and the diagonal multi-index p = (m + 1, m + 1, m + 1) c N3. Hermite-Pad6 approx- 
imation to the exponential function has a considerable history. Hermite [3] considered expressions 
of the form 
pm,(X)e -"x + pm,,- l(x)e -I"-l)x +""  + Pm, O(X) : O(x(n+l)(m+l)-l), (1.2) 
where Pm, i are polynomials of degree at most m, and thereby proved the transcendence of e. Expres- 
sions of the form (1.2) provide a natural generalization of the ordinary diagonal Pad6 approximant to 
the exponential function and, of course, include the quadratic approximation (1.1). The nondiagonal 
[m/n] Pad~ approximant to exp, namely Pm/Qn E T~.mn satisfying 
Qn(x)e + Pm(X) = O(X m+°+') (1.3) 
has been thoroughly investigated by Saff and Varga (cf. [7]). We shall consider nondiagonal 
quadratic Hermite-Pad6 approximation to the exponential function. For an arbitrary multi-index 
p --- (s + 1,m + 1,n + 1) E ~3, we want to find polynomials P,,Qm,R~ of degree at most n,m,s, 
respectively, that satisfy 
Em,~(x) = P,(x)e -2x + Qm(x)e -x + R~(x) = O(x n+m+s+2) (1.4) 
as x --~ 0, where P, has leading coefficient 1. The polynomials P, and Qm are straightforward to
derive explicitly, but R~ is more elusive when s ~ n and needs a somewhat different approach. It 
turns out that the coefficients of Rs have a connection with terminating 2F1 hypergeometric series 
evaluated at a certain point and this enables us to find a neat explicit expression for R~ that is 
analogous to that for Pn. In Section 2, we derive the formulae for P,, Qm and Rs that satisfy (1.4) 
and also prove a useful identity. Section 3 deals with the asymptotics of the error function Em,s(x) 
as m + n --* c~, while in Section 4, we state and prove an asymptotically exact minimization of 
(1.4) on the unit disk for ray sequences of multi-indices. 
2. Explicit formulas for the polynomials in the nondiagonal quadratic case 
It is well known (cf. [4]) that if we define 
P.(x) := m.T tm(t + x)~e-t dt, 
then 
with 
-x + Om(X) = m+"+') 
(2.1) 
l 
P, and Qm are the uniquely determined polynomials of degree at most n and m, respectively, 
P, monic, such that 
as x ~ 0. (2.3) 
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Using the Binomial Theorem and elementary Laplace transforms, it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) 
that 
~.(x)=nIk~_ ° m + n - k x k 
in k~ (2.4) 
and m( ) Om(X)=_n!~ m+n-k  ( -x )  k (2.5) 
k=o In k! 
Note that (2.4) shows fin(X) has leading coefficient 1. It is straightforward to show (cf. [9]) from 
(2.1) and (2.2) that 
Pn(x)e -x + Q,,(x) = (--1)m+lxm+n+l 9£01 m! u"(1 -- u)me -u~ du. (2.6) 
Observing as in [9] that as In + n ~ ~,  the integrand in (2.6) becomes an increasingly narrow spike 
centred at u = n/(m ÷ n), we obtain the asymptotic (of. [9, Eq. (3)]) 
P,(x)e -x + Om(X) -- (--1)m+'n! 'xm+n+te-(n/(m+n))x(1 + O(1)) (2.7) 
(m+n+ 1)! 
as In ÷ n ~ ~,  uniformly for x in any compact set of the plane. 
We now develop the formulas for polynomials P,, Qm and R~ of degree at most n, In and s, respec- 
tively, with P, monic, that satisfy (1.4). Let 
eZX2s+l j(x °° 
Pn(x) .-- s! (t - x)Spn(t)e -2t dt 
e2X2"+'n' f °(  - ) - -  e -2t dt, (2.8) s! ( t _x ) ,  ~ m+n k t k 
k=0 m k.V 
where we have used (2.4). Substituting u = t -x  in (2.8) yields 
e2X2'+ln' f0~ ~o(  ) X)ke-2(u+x) P~(x) -- s! uS In + n - k (u + 
m kl du 
_ "+l ' n ~ x~ Jo '~+,_~e_~d,  
s. k=oj=o m j ! (k - -  j)! 
( )( ) =n!~ " k m÷n-k  s+k- j  U_k j  ! 
k=0j=0 in s 
n xJ n ( k) ( sq -k - J )  2J-k =n!E .~tE  m+n-  
j=oJ. k=j m s 
n pjxJ (2.9) 
= nt~ j t  ' 
j=0 
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where, for 0 ~<j ~ n, 
k(m+n-k)  ( s+k- J )2  j-k pj := 
k=j m s 
= k=0n- J (m+n-k) (S+sk)2 -k"  ~  (2.10) 
Ve observe from (2.10) that p,  = 1 and deduce from (2.9) that Pn(x) has leading coefficient 1. 
iote that P, depends on n, m and s. Next, let 
eX2S+l j (~  
Qm(x) : -  s~ x (t - x)SOm(t)e -t dt 
_ex2s+,n, m( m+n - 
s! (t - x )S~ ( - t )ke- t  dt (2.11) 
k=0 m k! 
:om (2.5). Substituting u = t -x  in (2.11 ) and using the Binomial Theorem and a Laplace transform, 
re obtain 
m . J 
Q,,(x) = -2S+InV $2 qjx (2.12) "j_-~ j! ' 
&ere 
- '  ( )(+s) qJ := ~(_ l )k+j  m+n-k - j  s k . (2.13) k=0 iv/ 
a order to obtain an explicit form of the coefficients of the polynomial Rs(x), we shall need the 
~llowing lemma. 
,emma 2.1. For m, n and f positive integers, we have 
t (~) (m+f -k ) , (n+k) ,  2f_k= k (~)  n, (m+k) ,  
(m+n+f+l ) !  k=0 (m+n+k+l ) ! "  (2.14) k=0 
'roof. For m,n, f  E ~, k E Z, O~k<<,f, we have 
(m + f - -  k)! (n + k)!2 e-k 
k=0 
=k~=O (~) {2 fo~e-X2x2m+2f-2k+ldx} {2 foo°°e-Y2y2n+2k+ldy}2 t-k 
jo Jo = 4 e -~ -y~ (2x 2 + yZ)/xZm+l y2n+l dx dy. (2.15) 
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Transforming to plane polar coordinates, the right-hand side of (2.15) is equal to 
f0 ~ ~0 ~z/2 )f COS2m+l sin2n+ 1 e -r2 r2m+2n+Zf+Z2r dr (cos 2 0 + 1 0 02 dO 
/o' =(m+n+f '+ l ) !  ( l+uy 'um(1-u)~du 
f (~) fO  1 = (m + n + # + 1)! Y-] urn+k(1 - u)"du 
k=0 
=(m+n+E+l ) !~ B(m+k+l ,n+l )  
k=0 
,c ( ; )  (m+k) 'n '  (2.16) 
=(m+n+~+l)!Y~k=0 (m+n+k+l ) ! '  
where we have used the definition of the beta function and its expression in terms of gamma 
functions. Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) yield (2.14). [] 
Before stating our first theorem, let us define the error function Emn~(x) to be 
Emns(X) (--1)m+s2s+i foX fo' "-- m!s! (x - t)Se-tt m+n+x un(1 - u)me -ut du dt 
= m!s!  (1  - u )m(1  - -  v)Sunvm+"+~e-"% -~x du dr. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Em~,, P, and Qm be given by (2.17), (2.8) and (2.11) respectively. Then 
Emns(X) = P,(x)e -2x + Qm(x)e -x + R,(x) = O(xm+n+s+2), 
where 
rjx j 
R~(x) 2S-"n!~--l jmz-~ j! ' 
j=O 
with 
-i~ ( (m+s-k - j )  ( n 
r] := -1 )  ] 
m 
Proof. From (2.17) and (2.6) we have 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Emns(X) -- 
+n k)  2_k. (2.20) 
( -1 )  s+12s+l fo x s!  (x  - -  t)Se -t [Pn(t)e -t q- Qn(t)] dt 
-2  s+l ~0 ~° S! (t --x)Se -t [Pn(t)e -t --k Om(t)] dt 
2s+l fx ~ 2s+l fx °~ +7(-.  (t - x)Se-2tp,(t) dt + ~ (t - x)Se-tO,n(t) dt. (2.21) 
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The first integral on the right-hand side of (2.21 ) is a polynomial of degree s in x, while the second 
and third integrals are e-Zxp,(x)  and e-XQm(x), respectively, by (2.8) and (2.11). Letting the first 
integral in (2.21) be R~(x), we have by (2.6), 
2s+, m+ltm+n+l fo1 R,(x)  -- s! (t - x)*e- ' ( -1)  ~.v ztn(1 -- u)me-Utdudt 
(--1)m2s+i ~01 J£~j--~O( ) -- m!sl u"(1 - -  u)m S ts_J(_x)Jtm+n+le_(l+u)tdtdu 
J 
(__l)m2s+l fol s (~) -- m!s! u~(1  - -u )mE ( - -x ) j (m+n+s- j+  l)! 
j=0 (1 + ~ 2+7+7--)r;2 du. 
Therefore, 
r.~4 
Rs(x) = ( -1  "m's) z . . . .  n: 2.., -77J'~ 'j=0 J. 
where 
2n+l( - 1)J(m + n + s -- j + 1 )! f l  
rj = m!n!(s - j ) !  Jo 
(2.22) 
with 
{ cff~ + 1)(~ + 2) . . - (~  + k -  1), k~ l ,  
(~)k := (2.26) 
1, c~#0, k=0.  
Moreover, for ]z] < 1, we have Euler's identity (cf. [8, p. 10]) 
2FI (a, b; c; z) = (l - z)c-a-b2F 1 (C -- a, c - b; c; z). (2.27) 
With a -- m+n+t+2,  b = n+ l, c = m+n+2,  it follows from (2.24) and (2.27) that for ]z] < 1, 
foo I un(1 -u )mdu __ n!m! (1 - z ) - t -n -12F l ( - t ,m+ 1 ;m+n+ 2;z) .  (2.28) 
(1 - zu)  m+n+t+2 (m + n + 1)l 
Taking limits as z --~ -1  from within the unit circle, we see that the integral on the left-hand side 
of (2.28) is clearly convergent, while the right-hand side of (2.28) tends to a constant multiple 
We evaluate the integral on the right-hand side of (2.23) using hypergeometric series. For [z] < 1, 
Re(c -  b) > 0, Re(b) > 0, we have from Pochammer's Integral (cf. [8, p. 20]), 
fo I ub-l(1 - u) c-b-1 F(b)F (c  - 
-(il ---Z--~ du = F(c) b)2Fl(a'b;c;z)' (2.24) 
where the Gauss function 2Fl(a,b; c;z )  is defined by 
(a)k(b)kz k
2F~(a,b;c;z)  := ~ (2.25) 
k=o (c)kk! ' 
un(1 - u)m du. (2.23) 
(1 + U) m+n+s-j+2 
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of a terminating hypergeometric series for t E N. We obtain that for any positive integers m,n 
and t, 
fo I Un(1 -u )mdu __ n!m! 2 - t -~-12F l ( - t ,m+ 1;m+n+2; -1 ) .  (2.29) 
( l+u)  ~ (m+n+ 1)! 
Now, for any positive integer t, it is easy to show from definitions (2.25) and (2.26) that 
2F , ( _ t ,m+l ;m+n+2;_ l ) _ (m+n+l ) [~( ; )  n,(m+k)[ (2.30) 
n!m! k:o (m + n + k + 1)!" 
It follows from (2.23), (2.29) and (2.30) with t = s - j  that 
( -1 ) /2 - (~- / ) (m+n+s- j+  l ) ,~  (s - j )  n! (m+k),  (2.31) 
1"/= (s - j ) !n!m! k=0 k (m + n + k + 1)!" 
Finally, using the identity (2.14) with t ~ = s - j ,  we obtain (2.20). Eq. (2.19) then follows from 
(2.22) and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed, since Em,~(x) = O(x m+"+s+2) is an immediate 
consequence of (2.17). [] 
Remark. (1) In the special case when s = n, the polynomial Rn(x) can be obtained from the 
polynomial Pn(X) without much effort. For, when s = n, we have from (2.18) 
Pn(x)e -x + Qm(x)-}- R,(x)e ~ = O(x 2n+m+2). (2.32) 
Repeated ifferentiation shows that an expression of the form s(x)e -x + t(x) + u(x)e ~, where s, t and 
u are polynomials of degree at most nl, n2 and n3 can have a zero of order at most nl + n= + n3 q- 2. 
Thus, on replacing x by -x  in (2.32), we deduce that R,(x) = (--l)mpn(--X). Notice that from (2.9) 
and (2.10) for P,(x) and (2.19) and (2.20) for R~(x), we can deduce the same result when s = n. 
Of course, when s # n, the above argument breaks down. 
(2) When m = n ----- s, the polynomials Pm, Qm and Rm agree with those obtained in the diagonal 
case in [1]. 
3. Asymptotics 
We derive an asymptotic estimate for the error function Em,~(x) defined in (2.17) as m + n ~ e<z. 
We make use of the fact mentioned earlier (cf. [9, Eq. (3)]) that as m + n ~ e~, 
fo I n!m! e-(n/(n+m))x(1 + O(1)). (3.1) U"(I - u)me-~X du - (n + m + 1)! 
Theorem 3.1. For any positive integers m,n and s and Emns defined in (2.17), we have 
Emns(X ) = ( -  1 )m+s2s+ l xm+n+s+2 e_X(2n+m)/(m+n+s+ l ) ( 1  O( 1 )) (3.2) 
(m+n+s+2)!  
as m + n ~ c¢, uniformly on bounded subsets of C. 
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Proof. Applying (3.1) successively to the double integral on the right-hand side of (2.17), we have 
as m+n~cx~,  
f0 1 vm+n+l(l v)Se -vx fo 1 -- un(1 -- u)me -uvx dudv 
fo I m!n! : vm+n+l(l -v)Se-~'X(m+n+ 1)! e-~O+"/tn+m))x (1 + o(1 ))dr 
m!n! (m + n + 1)!s! 
(m+n+ l)! (m+n+ s + 2)! 
e-x(2n+m)/(m+n+s+l)(1  0(1 )). (3.3) 
The asymptotic (3.2) follows immediately from (2.17) and (3.3). We can check directly from (2.17) 
that Emns(X)/[ZS+ln!xm+n+s+Ze-x(Zn+m)/(m+n+s+l)/(m+n+ -q-2)!] is uniformly bounded on compact 
subsets of C. The uniformity of the asymptotic then follows from Vitali's Theorem. [] 
Remark .  For ray sequences in the Hermite-Pad6 table, that is multi-indices (s + 1, m + 1, n + 1 ) that 
satisfy 
lim m s fl~>0, (3.4) - -=~,  l im-=f l ,  ~, 
n---+~ n /7---+00 n 
the asymptotic (3.2) can be written 
Emns(x) = ( -  1 )m+s2s+Ixm+n+s+2n [e -((~+2)/(~+/~+1 ))x (1 q- O( 1 )) (3.5) 
(m+n+s+2)!  
as n ---, cx~. Note that when fl = 1, the exponential term on the right-hand side of (3.5) loses its 
dependence on ~ and reduces to e -x. Putting s = n in (3.2) has the same effect. 
4. An exact  min imizat ion  
We wish to uniformly minimize over D := {z E C: Iz[ -- 1}, 
Wm,~(z) := tn(z)e -2z + Um(Z)e -z + Vs(Z), (4.1) 
where tn, Um and Vs are polynomials of degree ~< n, m and s, respectively, and tn has leading coefficient 
1. In the case when the positive integers m, n and s satisfy (3.4), viz., 
lim m s fl~>0, (4.2) - -=~,  lim - =f l ,  ~, 
n--+oO /// n---+oo n 
we can prove the following results. We use the notation an ~-' bn to mean an/bn ---+ 1 as n --+ o<~. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (4.2) holds and Emns(X) is defined by (2.17). Then for ] z] = 1, as n ~ e~, 
Emns(z + (~ + 2)/(~ + fl + l ) )  2*+in' 
m+n+s+2 ~ (m+n+s+2)! "  (4.3) 
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Proof. This follows from (3.5) together with the two observations that for any positive constant k, 
as n~c~,  
Z ÷ "~ zm+n+S+2ek/z 
m+n+s+2 
and 
e -k(z+k/(m+n+s+2)) c.ae -kz. [] 
Let P : ,  Qm ~ and R~, respectively, denote P , (z+(~+2) / [ (~+f l+ l ) (m+n+s+2) ] ) ,  
Qm(z +(u  + Z)/[(~ + fl + l)(m + n + s + 2)]), R~(z + (o~ + Z)/[(~ + fl + l)(m + n + s + 2)]), and 
let 11. liD denote the supremum norm on O. 
Theorem 4.2. Let m,n and s be any positive integers satisfying (4 .2 ) fo r  some ~,fl~>0. Then 
2S+lnl 
* - -Z  t~a " P~(z)e-2~ ÷ Om(z)e ÷ R*s (Z) D (m ÷ n ÷ s ÷ 2)!" 
Let 
Wm~n~ := min,~,, t(z)e -2~ ÷ u(z)e -z + v(z) D' 
u c nm 
~Gn~ 
t=zn+.H 
Then 
2s+ln! 
(m+n+s+2)! "  
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof. Eq. (4.4) follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and the definitions of P~, Qm ~ and Rs ~. Next, 
a nonzero expression of  the form vl(z)e-2~+ v2(z)e-Z+ v3(z) where vl,v2 and v3 are polynomials, 
the sum of whose degrees is h has at most h + 2 zeros in D (cf. [5], p. 144). Therefore, 
. - z  W,~>~ min P~(z)e -2~ + Q,n(z)e + 
z=l  
I f  not, we could find t E ft,, u E re,, and v E rt~ with t having leading coefficient 1 such that for 
Izl-- 1, 
]te-Zz + ue-Z + v[ < ]P~e-2~ + Q~e-~ + Rs ~ [. 
By Rouch6's theorem, 
(t - P~ )e -2~ + (u - Qm ~)e -z + (v - R~) 
has at least m ÷ n + s ÷ 2 zeros in D. However, since t - P~ has degree at most n - 1, the sum of 
the degrees is at most n + m + s -  1 and we have a contradiction to the P61ya-Szeg6 result. [] 
Remark. The trick of  shifting the center of  approximation to make the error curve have asymptoti- 
cally constant norm on D is due to Braess [2], who used it to get the right constant in the Meinardus 
conjecture. 
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